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Abstract 
An edge-colouring algorithm that uses no colour interchanges i described that achieves 
Shannon's bound, z'(G) <<. 1~2 A(G)J, for any loopless multigraph G. Also, a counterexample is 
presented to an edge-colouring conjecture from the matching theory text of Lov~sz and 
Plummer. 
Let G = (V, E) be a loopless finite multigraph. A matching in G is a set of edges with 
no two incident at the same vertex. An edge-colouring of G is a partition of E into 
matchings, called colour classes. The minimum number of colour classes in any 
edge-colouring of G is the chromatic index, x'(G). We let A (G) denote the maximum 
degree of any vertex in G. 
Trivially, z'(G)>i A(G). Shannon [9] proved the sharp general upper bound, 
z'(G) <<, [ -~A(G)J, which is achieved by a triangle where two sides have multiplicity 
LA(G)/2J and the third side has multiplicity [A(G)/2 7. We apply a result about 
matchings in multigraphs to obtain a short, natural proof of Shannon's Theorem. We 
also give a counterexample to a related conjecture stated by Lov/lsz and Plummer [8] 
concerning edge-colourings of simple graphs (no loops or multiple edges). 
1. A matching theory result 
Let Gd denote the subgraph of G induced by the vertices of maximum degree 
A = A (G). The matching theory result we require is this: 
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Theorem 1. Let G be a loopless multigraph with maximum degree A. I f  G z is bipartite, 
then there is a matching in G that meets every vertex in G~. 
While this result may be well-known, we have not seen it explicitly stated. One way 
to obtain it is as an immediate consequence of the fractional-to-integral (g,f)-factor 
theorem of Anstee [1, Proposition 2.3]. A (9,f)-factor in G = (V, E), given integers 
0 ~< gv ~< fv, is a subgraph of G with degree [gv, f ,]  at every v e V. The theorem is that 
if the subgraph Go=I, induced by the vertices v such that gv =f~, is bipartite, then 
G has a (g, f)-factor provided G has a fractional (9, f)-factor, which is a weighting 
w: E ~ [0, 1] such that the sum of the weights at each vertex v belongs to the interval 
[g,,f~]. This theorem can, in turn, be proven using network flow circulations. 
Theorem 1 now follows by taking g, =fv = 1 at vertices v in Ga and g, = 0,f,  = 1 
otherwise. In this case, the weighting w(e)= 1/A at every edge e is a fractional 
(g,/)-factor. 
2. Proof  of Shannon's theorem 
We prove the strengthening of Shannon's Theorem due to Ehrenfeucht et al. that 
begins with an arbitrary maximal matching. A proof for even A only, via Euler tours 
and Hall's Theorem, is indicated in [4, p. 96]. The original proof of Shannon uses 
induction on the number of vertices and colour interchanges along a path of two 
colours. The proof of Ehrenfeucht et al. is based on a powerful induction and counting 
argument that also uses colour interchanges. The message from our proof below is 
that a decent heuristic for edge-colouring is to pull off maximal matchings, where the 
matching covers Gd when it is bipartite, and such matchings can be obtained by using, 
e.g., network flows. 
Theorem 2 (Ehrenfeucht et al. [6]). Let G be a loopless multigraph. Suppose M1 is 
a maximal matching in G. Then G has an edge-colourin9 with at most L3A (G)J colours in 
which M1 is a colour class. 
Proof. Since Mt is a maximal matching, the vertices of degree A = A (G) in G - M1, if 
any, form an independent set. By Theorem 1, there is a matching M2 that meets all 
vertices of degree A in G - M1. Adding edges if necessary, we may assume M2 is 
maximal. Now H = G - M1 - M2 has maximum degree at most A -- 1, and we claim 
that the vertices of degree A - 1, if any, induce a bipartite graph Ha- 1. For suppose 
Ha-1 contains an odd cycle C. No two consecutive vertices in C meet M2, because 
G - M1 contains no adjacent vertices of degree A. Thus, C must contain two adjacent 
vertices that do not meet M2, which contradicts the maximality ofM2. Hence Ha - 1 is 
bipartite. By Theorem 1 again, there exists a matching M3 in H that meets all of Ha-  i. 
So H - M3 = G - M1 -- M2 -- M3 has maximum degree at most A - 2. 
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We continue pulling off matchings in this way, reducing the maximum degree at 
least two for each three matchings. When we get down to maximum degree one, only 
one more matching is needed. [] 
Remark. We mention here an interesting conjecture recently published by Dvo~/~k 
[5] which is the extension of Shannon's Theorem to hypergraphs: For any loopless 
hypergraph H, x'(H) <<, L3A (H)]. He has verified it for intersecting hypergraphs. His 
main result is that when H is loopless without repeated edges of size two, then 
z'(H) ~< [_3A (H)_]. Here, A (H) is the maximum strong degree A (v) at any vertex, where 
A (v) is the sum over u ~ V - v of the number of edges that contain both u and v. 
3. A counterexample for edge eolourings of simple graphs 
For simple graphs G, we have x'(G) ~< A(G) + 1, so that ~('(G) is A(G) or A(G) + 1, 
by the famous theorem of Vizing [10]. While it is in general NP-complete to decide 
whether x'(G) = A (G), it can be determined for some classes of graphs. In particular, 
Fournier [7] proved Z'(G)= A(G) when the graph G~ induced by the maximum 
degree vertices has no edges. Berge and Fournier [3] observed that the same proof 
actually gives the following broader result, which was stated earlier by Lov~sz and 
Plummer [8, 7.4.3]. 
Theorem 3 (Lov~tsz and Plummer [8] and Berge and Fournier [3]). Let G be a simple 
graph of maximum degree A such that the subgraph G~ is a forest, i.e., acyclic. Then 
z'(G) = A. 
In their text on matching theory, Lov~tsz and Plummer adapt to simple graphs the 
proof of Vizing's Theorem for general multigraphs that was given by Ehrenfeucht et 
al. [6]. The same method can be used to prove Theorem 3 above, as Lov/tsz and 
Plummer observe. They then mention the following. 
Conjecture (Lovfisz and Plummer [8]). Theorem 3 can be extended to graphs G such 
that G~ is bipartite. 
While they would allow even cycles, it is easy to see that odd cycles in G~ can be 
a problem, e.g., while G is itself an odd cycle, then z'(G) = 3 = A + 1. 
Note that Theorem 1 promises the existence of at least one matching in G that 
covers G~ when G~ is bipartite. The conjecture requires that we partition E into 
A matchings, and each of these matchings will then cover Gj. We note one particular 
instance of the conjecture that is well-known to hold: When G is itself bipartite, then 
z'(G) = A [4, p. 93]. 
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After considerable effort trying to prove the conjecture, using (g,f)-factors and 
related methods, we realized that in fact there is an abundance of counterexamples to
the conjecture! 
Example. Let H be any A-regular simple bipartite graph, such as Ka,a. Let G be 
H with one subdivided edge e (a vertex v inserted into e). Then Ga = H - v is bipartite. 
Since G has A (IV I/2) + 1 edges and maximum atching size I V J/2, we obtain that 
z'(G) = A + 1. 
Problem. Are there interesting sufficient conditions on Ga, which guarantee 
z'(G) = A, that allow Ga to have cycles? 
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